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Abstract—With the rapid expansion of related publications on
COVID-19, it becomes more and more important to categorize
the available literature automatically in managing massive
information. The wide application of pre-trained language model
such as BERT and the flexibility of fine-tuning on task-specific
data have shown promising results in the field of document
classification. For this reason, we have chosen two variants of the
transformer model as the basis, namely CovidBERT and
BioBERT. Based on the best-performing model BioBERT, we
combine the abstract textual representation with a title
embedding. Finally, a new information enhancement method was
designed to utilize the fusion of label information, which resulted
in an instance-based F1 of the model of 93.94% (93.5% precision,
94.38% recall).
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of biomedical literature poses significant
challenges to manual curation and interpretation. This
challenge has become more evident during the COVID-19
pandemic(10). Categorizing the available literature plays an
important role in managing the flood of information. Unlike
the traditional classification tasks, this track focuses on multilabel text classification of documents(4) on COVID-19. Each
article in the LitCovid(1) dataset is labeled with one or more up
to eight categories, which is a document-level multi-label
classification task.
There are several challenges in this document-level multilabel classification task. 1. Since many encoders perform
poorly on long text, how to choose an effective encoder for
document-level data is worth considering(6); 2. information
entropy does not match the text length, and short titles often
contain greater information entropy(7); 3. label information is
not fully utilized, and label information in the training set is
usually ignored(8).
We build a document classification model based on a pretrained BERT-style model. In addition, to address the
mismatch between information entropy and text length in the
data, we pre-process the data to balance the information
entropy of document titles and abstracts. Finally, we design a

new information enhancement method that uses the association
between labels. The method incorporates label information
from the training set during training.
II. METHODS
We design a BioBERT-based(3) feature enhancement
approach which includes three modules as shown in Fig. 1.
First, text preprocessing. It aims to obtain the input format
required by the model. Second, feature processing. We
strengthen the weight of short headings in the input module by
changing the combination of summary and headings. Thus the
entropy of the input information is equalized in each section.
Finally, feature enhancement. We use the label distribution of
the training set to obtain a label distribution matrix. By
introducing this matrix into the model, the label information is
incorporated.
A. Text preprocessing
First, we extract the article titles and the abstracts from the
dataset. Then the article title and the abstract are concatenated
as the first input part. Additional, we only take the article titles
as the second input part. Second, we count the distribution of
labels in the training set as shown in Table Ⅰ, and design a tag
association matrix based on the distribution of labels.
B. Feature Processing
Feature processing is designed to achieve feature
equalization. The first input part which consists of the title and
the abstract is tokenized and then encoded by BioBERT. The
second input part including only the title is embedded
randomly. Then, we concatenate the processed features and the
tokenization of the title to obtain the equalized features.
C. Feature Enhancement
We design the feature enhancement module to integrate
label features into the model. Previously, we have obtained the
label matrix by text preprocessing. Then, we multiply the
equalized features by the label matrix to obtain the final output
vector used for classification.

Fig 1.The processing flow of our method
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Distribution of text length
To analyze the data, we count the data distribution of title
and abstract lengths, as shown in Fig 2 and 3.

B. Label distribution
In addition, we count the distribution of labels in the
training set as shown in Table I.
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Fig 2. Length distribution of titles

LABEL RELEVANCE DISTRIBUTION

class

We obtain the corresponding distribution matrix by
counting the distribution of the labels in the training set.
Specifically, count the total number of occurrences of the first
label, M. Then count the total number of occurrences of both
the first and the other label as N. N/M is the correlation value.
Due to space limitations, we have abbreviated the names of
each category.
C. Task Results
Table Ⅱ shows the results from the task: LitCovid track
Multi-label topic classification for COVID-19 literature
annotation.
TABLE II.

Fig 3. Length distribution of abstracts
As we can see, the length of the title is much less than that
of the abstract. However, the amount of information possessed
by a title is not proportional to its length. Therefore, we make a
treatment for the information imbalance between the title and
the abstract.

RESULTS FROM THE TASK
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Ours

93.50
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Our baseline model is ML-Net(5) provided by the organizer.
To effectively handle the document-level data about Covid-19,
we use the pre-trained model CovidBERT(2) with 4.5 points
above the baseline model. After comparison, BioBERT has
better results on this dataset. Therefore, we chose to improve
the method based on BioBERT. Compared to BioBERT only
using the abstract, our model was 2.19 points higher. Finally,
the F1 of our model is 7.16 points higher compared to the
baseline model. Specifically, the results for each class of our
method are shown in Table Ⅲ.
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D. Ablation experiments
To analyze the effectiveness of our method, we conduct
additional experiments and the results are shown in Table Ⅳ.
TABLE IV.

ABLATION EXPERIMENTS

IV. CONCLUSION
In a multi-label topic classification task for COVID-19
literature annotations on the LitCovid track, we design a
feature enhancement approach to address the problem of
insufficient features in medical datasets. First, we choose a pretrained model to process the document-level data. Secondly,
the input text is feature processed to balance the information
entropy. Finally, we incorporate the label distribution
information into the model for feature augmentation. A series
of experiments have shown that our approach is indeed
effective. The F1 value for the test set returned by the organizer
was 93.94%.
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